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ACCESSION: 7/14/1992

BOX 1 (41962)

1. Freeze Strategy 1985
2. Freeze Bill. 1985
3. Peace Leadership
5. Labor Outreach Project, 1984
6. Information on Outreach to Black Community from Pam McIntyre, 1/2/85
7. Jim Lopez materials
8. League of United Latin American Citizens
6. Information on Outreach to Hispanic Community from Pam McIntyre, 1/2/85
7. Soviet Proposal (s)
8. Good Ideas
9. Melinda Fine
10. Freeze
11. Denise
12. Beth Grupp
13. Susan Gross
14. Teresita Ferrera
15. In. Appeal
16. Gene Carroll
17. Brochures
18. Information on Outreach to Labor from Pam McIntyre, 1/2/85
20. O'ur Focus Group Work
21. UCAM Merger
22. USSR Trip, 1986
23. Campaign for Real Security
24. Geneva Watch
25. Soviet Moratorium
26. Freeze Campaign

ACCESSION: 10/24/1995

BOX 1 (103531)

William (Chip) Reynolds Files:
Board Meeting, Atlanta, GA, 6/25-27/82
Board Meeting, San Francisco, CA, 12/3-5/82
Board meeting, Fort Worth, TX, 6/10-12/83
Executive Committee Conference Call, 7/14/83
Executive Strategy Committee, 8/10-11/83
Executive Committee Retreat, 8/28-29/83
Executive Committee and Strategy Committee Meetings, 3/26-28/84
Executive Committee Meeting, 6/18-19/84
Structure Committee
AFSC Regional Disarmament Project, Work on Legislation, 1982-1983
Third Annual Conference, St. Louis, MO, 2/4-6/83
SANE/FREEZE

ACCESSION: 8/3/1994

BOX 1 (17811)
1. Texas: Organizing Notes, 1983-1984
2. California: Local Contacts, 1985
3. Alabama: Local Contact File, 1984
4. General Alabama, 1985
5. Media -Alabama, 11/20/83
6. Alaska: contacts, 1984
7. Alaska: Media, 1982
8. Texas: General Information, 1984
9. strategy stuff Freeze
10. Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign,
11. Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign,
12. Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign,
13. Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign,
Funding Proposal, 1986
Funding Proposal, 1985
Request for Funding, 1984
Request for Funding, 3/83
14. International Day of Nuclear Disarmament
15. Bird Dogging Guide
16. Signature Gathering
17. Phone Trees and Phone Banks
18. Petition Packet, Ohio Nuclear Weapons Freeze
19. organizer's Packet, Ohio Nuclear Weapons Freeze
20. Minnesota Training Packet
21. Labor Organizing Kit
22. The Basics of Political Phone Banking
23. Organizing Rallies
24. Reading Folder -Prep. for trips
25. Nat'l NWF: Freeze voter Liason
26. Rapid Response
27. NWFC Union of Peace Professionals, 1986
29. FREEZE
32. Factsheets
33. Kevin Teasdale, San Francisco
34. Stopping the Sovier Nuclear Threat

**BOX 2 (17812)**
35. Economic Benefits of Freeze
36. Economic Conversion
37. Euromissile Memo
38. Freeze Education Project, 1985
39. Freeze History/Support/st. Louis Propaganda
40. Congressional Record, 8/5/82
41. SJ Res. 2
42. Freeze History, 1982
43. NWFC BUdget
44. Freeze: Senate Foreign Relations, Comm. Hearings, 1983
45. Freeze legislation, 1983
46. Grassroots Newsletters
47. NJ state Conference, 2/8/86
48. Congressional Directory
49. strategy, 1985
50. Fundraising (Research Assistant Proposal)
51. Field, 1986
52. Geneva Watch, 1985-86
53. Correspondence from Europe
54. Correspondence to answer
55. outreach Memo, 10/84
56. 000 Auth. Bill, 1985
57. Non-violent Direct Action
58. DoD Amendment Notes
59. Congressional Directory Lists
60. Congressional Resolutions
61. Freeze Bill and Dear Colleague
62. CF, 1985
63. Comp. Freeze
64. Cong. Targetting, 3/85
65. APT, 1986
66. Briefing Book, 10/82 edition
67. Briefing Book -Unused Quotations
68. BUdget -Legislative, 1985
69. John Chancellor/Freeze Government
70. Citizen's Lobby
71. Proxy Tallies -citizens Lobby
72. citizens Lobby -Praise, criticism
73. Comprehensive Freeze Bill; Dear Colleague Vetters
74. Comprehensive Freeze Bill, 1985
75. Comp. Freeze Bill
76. Comprehensive Freeze -Mavroules Version, HR 6210, 1984
77. Comprehensive Freeze Bill/Nuke SOL Programs, Testimony by Rep. Markey
78. Comprehensive Freeze Organizations with Endorsed It
79. CF C-sponsorship (Outdated)
80. Comprehensive Freeze Bill -Summary of Bill
81. Elec. by Presidential Candidate
82. Election: Oem. Platform
83. Election: Mondale
84. Election 1984: Freeze Voter 84
85. Exe. Comm. Agenda
86. Congressional Targetting, 1986
87. Cong.
88. Russian Embassy Info.
89. Congressional Targetting, 1985
90. CF 85: Cong. Target
91. Congressional Testimony Vigil, 1985
92. Wolfort Conference, 1986
93. Correspondence, P. Herman, 1985

BOX 3 (17813)
94. Lobbying Reports, H.J. Res. 521 (Alphabetical by State and District), 1982
95. Lobby 1983: H.J. Res. 2/13, Freeze Resolution
96. Referenda Materials from Around the United states, 1982
97. Joining Together
98. Nat. NWFC, 1986

BOX 4 (17829)
100. Organizing For A Nuclear Weapons Freeze
101. Organizing For Social Change, PA Campign for a Nuclear Weapons Freeze, 1985
102. The Basics of Political Phone Banking
103. Coalition Building
104. Correspondence & Memos
105. Staff Evaluation
106. Annual report, 1986
107. Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign, 3/87
108. Lobbying Reports, 4/83
109. Joining Together

ACCESSION: 6/28/1995

BOX 1 (38710)
Files of Kay Shaw
SANE & Freeze, 1987
Merger plans, 1987
SANE/Freeze Joint Personnel Committee, 1987
SANE/Freeze Third World Task Force, 1987
Freeze, 1986-1987
Material From Other Organizations, 1986-1988
The Utility Process: A Handbook
United Nations Second Special Session, 1982
Files of Dottyte Bert, Executive Director of Freeze
Membership Contract Drafts, 1985-1986
Nuclear Weapons Education Fund Membership Proposal, 1986
Unity Commission, March-October 1986
Carolyn Cottom, Executive Director of Freeze
Unity Commission, Sept-Oct. 1986
Unity-SANE, August 1986-April 1987
Minutes, Notes From TT Meetings, Feb.-June, 1987
SANE/Freeze Transition Team, Name and Mission Statements, 1987
SANE/Freeze Transition Team, Transition Budget, 1987
SANE/Freeze Building Search Committee, April-June 1987
SANE/Freeze Search Committee (President) May-July 1987
SANE/Freeze Transition Team, Field and Membership Task Force, 1987
Merger, July-August, 1987
Freeze Briefing Book Correspondence Notebook, 1985
The Basics of Political Phone Banking
Westchester NWFC, 1985-1986
World Congress Meeting, 1986

BOX 2 (38711)
Retreat, 7/77
Coalition Correspondence, 1977
Correspondence, Mike Spokane
Coalition, Correspondence and Contracts, 1978
Articles of Incorporation and Certificates of Authorization
By Laws -Coalition For The Environment
Foundation
Coalition -Foundation; Antioch College, 1976
Foundation: Nominating Committee
Foundation: St. Louis Community Trust, 1977
Coalition for the Environment, Foundation Meetings
BWCA
Agriculture
Hunger Report
Legislation
Human Rights Day, 1980
Oil Recycling
Political
94th Congress/2nd Season, 10/76
Population
UN Conf: Science and Technology for Development
Solid Waste -Trash To Energy Project
Scenic Rivers
Recombinant DNA res.
Grants
National News Report
Sierra Club -National BOD -Council -Foundation
Kansas City Group
Sierra Club -Arkansas
Sierra Club -Illinois, 1976
Sierra Club BOD Council, 1974

**BOX 3 (38712)**
St. Louis Area AP
Sulfur and Biological Systems, EPRI, 5/77 (Air)
Sulfur Dioxide (Air), Sulfur Dioxide -Removal
Sulfur Dioxide NSPS (Air)
Workshop, 6/17/78
Annual Air Quality Report, 1976
East-West Gateway Workshop, 1978
Auto Emission Investigations Report, 5/78
Department of Natural Resources, 1977 Air Quality Report
Environmental Protection Agency Investigation -Related Closings
EPA, Annual Report, 1976
Environmental Measurements, Inc.
Air Pollution: Health
Missouri Conservation Commission
State Control of Inyerstate Air Pollution
Env. Ed. at SLU
Arboretum Field Course
IES -SLU
Colorado -IES Field Course
Energy/Coal Mining
Urban Environment/ Trans
Bicylces
Solid Waste
Landfill (Jeffco)
Adventure Education
Title Slides
"In Wildness ... " -Photos, E. Porter
Puerto Rico
Energy: Here Comes the Sun, 7/75 , 15 minute Cassettes

**BOX 4 (38713)**
Meramec River Dam/Missouri Deauthorization Bill
Ozark Highland Task Force, USFS Sulfur Dioxide Regs. 12/76-4/77
UE Article/Case (Air) See Also MACC
Lead (Pollution Problems)
Metals (Air)
Mo. Portland Cement
Ozone Standards
UE Variance to MACC, Labadie and Sioux, 9/16/77
Pollution -Implementation Plan
Public Information and Transportation Strategies (Air)
Regulations -MO State (Air)
UMRBC Nat. Assess., 9/22/76
UMRBC, Nat. Assess., 1975
Forestry Notebook, 1969-1971

BOX 5 (38718)
Appointment Book, 1985 (two), 1987
Pathways To Adventure Notebooks (Hiking Trails For St. Louis), June 1975 (three)
Clarence Cannon, 1974 (ten)
Missouri's Drinking Water, Slide/Tape Program
Energy: Here Comes The Sun, July 1975 (three)
Pathway's To Adventure Speaker's Packet (three)
Bikeways For St. Louis, May 1975 (three)
Wilderness In Missouri (three)
Household Energy Game
Secondary Schools
Foto-Ad, Inc.
Self Earth Ethic
Environmental Education In The Saint Louis Area: A Directory, 1974
Coalition For The Environment, Slide Program Scripts
Slide Program Scripts Originals

ACCESSION: 9/20/1994

BOX 1 (10368)
Notes, Notes for Speeches and Articles (unfoldered), 1984-1985

BOX 2 (10382)
Correspondence, 2/84
Correspondence, 1/84
Correspondence, 12/83
Correspondence, 12/83
Correspondence, 6/84
Correspondence, 5/84
Correspondence, 4/84
Correspondence, 12/84
Correspondence, 11/84
Correspondence, 10/84
Correspondence, 8/84
Correspondence, 7/84
Correspondence, 10/83
Correspondence, 9/93
Correspondence, 8/93
Correspondence, 6/83
Correspondence, 5/83
Anns Control Proposals Info Pack
Crossroads: Quality of Life in a Nuclear World
Effective Fundraising Techniques
Labor Outreach Project

BOX 3 (10385)
Citizens Lobby for a US/Soviet Nuclear Weapons Freeze
Reading, 1983
Reading, 7/25-29/84
Reading, 1983
Reading, 1983
Read, 1984
Reading, 83-84
Reading, 11/9/84
Reading, 1981

BOX 4 (10386)
Work, 1984
Work, 1983
Work, 7/25-29/84
Copies of the Freeze Newsletter, 8/82-6/84
Mail through 8/8/84
Mail through 8/24/84
Mail
Recent (mid-Aug) mail, 1984
The World After Nuclear War, 1983
Position/Strategy Papers
Editorials/News Stories
Soviet Union

BOX 5 (10416)
Loose literature, newsletters, c. 1982
Biographical Material, RK
Interviews with RK
Office Transition
"Rising To The Occasion" Memo, 1984
Foundation For The Arts of Peace, 1984
Defense Monitor

6/20/1994

BOX 1 (65997)
Washington State and Local Contacts
Wisconsin: Local Contact Files
Virginia: Organizer's Notes
Virginia: Local Contact Files
Vermont: Organizer's Notes
Washington: Organizer's Notes
Wisconsin: General Information
Wisconsin: Organizer's Notes
Wisconsin: Organizer's Notes, 1984
Washington: General Information
Wyoming: Organizer's Notes
Wyoming: Local Contacts
Wyoming: General Information
Ad Copy File, 1983
A-Bomb Almanac
Appropriations
Beyond The Freeze
Bishops
Bishops Letter
Breznev
CDIAD
Cruise and Pershing
Civil Defense Hearings
Civil Disobedience
Clearinghouse
CT Fact Sheets
Defense Monitor
Despair
Draft
Economic Comparisons: Civilian/Military
Education for SR Day of Dialogue
84 Elections
ELF
FAS Special Freeze Issue
European Movement
FEMA Civil Defense
Films
First Strike Option
Freeze Slide Show
Freeze Day
Generals for Peace and Disarmament
Voting Analysis
Freeze and Scream
Glossary
Freeze International Citizen's Guide To Ending The Arms Race
History of Freeze
Institute for Defense and Disarmament
International Physicians for the Prevention of Nuclear War
Japan
Jobs With Peace
Kehler's Testimony
Kennedy-Hatfield
Latin America
Medical Consequences
Labor/Economics
Media
Militarization of the Pacific, 1983
Minority
MX Missile
Non-intervention
Non-Violent Direct Action
Nuclear Power
Nuclear Free Zones
Nuclear War Prevention Kit
Paine-Conceptual Foundation and a Freeze
Papers From Institute
Parity
Q&A Members of Congress; Peace Through Law
Physicians Resource Packet
Polls
Response To Reagan
Senate Testimony
South Africa
Soviet Proposals for a Freeze
Soviet Dissidents
Weapons in Space
START
Test Ban
Verification - Eugene Carroll
Verification - Colby
UN Special Session

BOX 2 (65998)
Polls, 1984
Polls, Misc. Extra
Presidential Delegation Structure/Local Campaign
Pennsylvania: Local Contacts
Rhode Island: Local Contacts
Rhode Island: Organizer Notes
Endorsement
Contacts
Correspondence
Delegate Selection
Wisconsin and IRS
Coord/Freeze Training
Campus Freeze Task Force
Active Housing File
The Day After
Housing and Conference Facilities in Washington DC from 1983 Citizens Lobby and 1985 April Actions
Washington DC Housing Forms, 1983
Polls, 1981
Polls, 1982
Polls, 1983
April 6 Conf. Call, Task Force, 2nd draft
April 19th Conf, Call, Exec. Comm" Revised 2nd Draft
April 29, Project 84
May 31
Targeting
Meeting, March 22, 1st Draft
Delegate Forms (2 bundles)

**BOX 3 (65999)**
FEC Material (Binder)
Unidentified Notebook
Training
South Carolina: Organizer's Notes
South Carolina: Local Contacts
South Dakota: General Information
South Dakota: Local Contact Files
Pennsylvania: Organizer's Notes
Tennessee: Organizer's Notes
Tennessee: Local Contacts
Tennessee
Rhode Island: General Information
South Carolina: General Information
Tennessee: General Information

**BOX 4 (66000)**
Comprehensive Test Ban, Background Information
Polls: ABC/Wash. Post
Freeze Endorsers
PAC
IFLN
1985 Budget
Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign, Freezewalk, 1986
Staff Meetings and Memos
Acie Byrd Correspondence
Job Descriptions
Consultant Contracts
Structure Comm
86 National Conference receipts
DATF
Kennan
Check It Out
Form 1024 Application for Recognition of Exemption
Personnel Policies
Restructuring of Salaries
Direct Action Legal Questions
International Task Force, 1982
Joint Training Project
Staff Addresses and Phone Number
Press Release Statements, Announcements
Freeze Spokespersons>, Regional
Republican Mainstream
Republican Convention5th Annual Freeze Convention
1984 Election House/Senate
Democratic Platform
1984 Democratic Convention
Legislative Notes, 1985
Vol. 1, #3
Turnout Tuesday
MX/Meetings Lobby
Freeze Voter

BOX 5 (66001)
Virginia: General Information
Pennsylvania: General Information
Oregon: Organizer's Notes
Ohio
Oklahoma: Local Contact File
Oklahoma: Organizer's Notes
Oklahoma: General Information
Oregon: General Information
Oregon: Local Contacts

BOX 6 (66002)
Vennont: Local Contacts
Texas: General Information
Texas: 1985 Organizer's Notes
TX-FV Files
Utah: Local Contact File
Utah: Organizer's Notes
Arkansas
Arizona: Local Contacts
Arizona: Organizer's Notes
Arizona: General Information
California: Organizer's Notes
Texas: Local Contact File
Vennont: General Information
Utah: General Information
California: General Information 1984
California: General Information 1985
California: Loose Notes
Missouri: Loose Notes
California: General Information, 1983
Alaska: Organizer's Notes
Alaska
Arkansas: Organizer's Notes

3/16/1993

1 BOX (21964)
SANE
Accidental Nuclear War - Brochure/Info
Structure Cte.
"800" Number
EC re:Heat
CTB Resolution
SC/EC November 11-13
Local national Staff Meetings
1986 Field Reports
MX
Membership
National Women's Conference To Prevent Nuclear War
Contacts
Hill Visits, Carolyn Cottom, 1986-1987
Texas Trip, 6/85
New York Trip, 10/14-10/18/85
Membership Info
Consultants
membership - proposals, info. for n. cte.
Response Form
Structure
Economics
Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign, request for Funding, 3/83
Funding Proposal, 10/1/85-3/31/86
Nuclear Weapons freeze Campaign, 1984
Nuclear Weapons Freeze campaign, Funding Proposal, 1986
Proposal for a National Conference, 3/10/86
Melman on Conversion
Deadly Standoff
'88 Dem. Conv. CTB Flyer
Conversion Planner
Chernobyl Flyer
Book Review - David - 3/88; Collapse of US Military During Vietnam
Nuclear Weapons Freeze, St. Louis

ACCESSION: 10/9/1998

BOX 1 (114103)
St. Louis Freeze, Arts for the Freeze
B-2 Campaign, Illinois 1991
St. Louis Freeze, Baseball 1990
St. Louis Freeze, Baseball Games 1989
Baseball Games 1991
After the Storm Conf. 1991
Art Show and Sale, 1991
St. Louis Freeze, Art Fair Media-1989
St. Louis Freeze, Baseball Game
Book Sale
Beatles Dance
St. Louis Freeze, Bush Lecture
St. Louis Freeze, Bush-Gorbachev Summit
Ads for Annual Meeting Dinner 1988
Ad Book, 1991
Ads for Dinner, 1990
St. Louis Freeze, Annual Ad Book '89
Annual Dinner Comm. 1986
St. Louis Freeze, Annual Meeting Dinner-1987
Annual Dinner, 1988
Annual Dinner, 1989
Affiliation
Annual Meetings-I 991
Annual Dinner 1990
St. Louis Freeze, Ad for Danforth Campaign
St. Louis Freeze, Art Fair 1989-Mailing List
Purple--Art Fair '89
St. Louis Freeze, Advertising Book/Samples
St. Louis Freeze, Christmas Walk insurance package policy (Envelope)
St. Louis Freeze, Soviet Proposals and Responses '86/'87
St. Louis Freeze, Soviet/U.S. Relations 1983
Strategies for Access to the Media
St. Louis Freeze, Student Support for Freeze 7/82 6/83
St. Louis Freeze, U.S. Intervention '80-'84
St. Louis Freeze, America's Defense Monitor
Coffin Visit-'89
St. Louis Freeze, Editorials--OPED & Letters to the Editor, 1988
Gulf Crisis--Labor Opposition
International Security News Clippings
St. Louis Freeze, Media--Economic Conversions
St. Louis Freeze, Letters to the Editor 1989
St. Louis Freeze, 1990 Letters to the Editor-How to Write Letters to Ed.
St. Louis Freeze, Media 1984-85
St. Louis Freeze, Media Information & Task Force
St. Louis Freeze, Media Lists
St. Louis Freeze, Media Primer
St. Louis Freeze, MX Press Releases
St. Louis Freeze, National Media on MX
BOX 2 (114104)
St. Louis Freeze, National Campaign to Stop the MX
St. Louis Freeze, Local and State Media on MX
St. Louis Freeze, News Clippings 1982
St. Louis Freeze, News Clippings-1984
St. Louis Freeze, News Clippings-1985-86
St. Louis Freeze, General News Clips 1989 & 1990
St. Louis Freeze, Press Releases '86, '87, '88
St. Louis Freeze, Press Releases and PSAs
St. Louis Freeze, Public Relations
St. Louis Freeze, Rally October 23rd
St. Louis Freeze, Admiral Carroll's Visit
St. Louis Freeze, Board of Directors 1988
St. Louis Freeze, Board of Directors-1987
St. Louis Freeze, Board of Directors 1986
Citizens Budget Campaign, 1990 Grass Roots Organizing Packet
(yellow folder)
Citizens Budget Campaign, 1990 Grass Roots Organizing Packet
II (blue folder)
Media Coverage--Gulf Crisis 1990
St. Louis Freeze, Voting Records
Housing Campaign 1990
St. Louis Freeze, Bi Laws
Chronological File, February 1988
Chronological File, March 1988
Chronological File, April 1988
Chronological File, May 1988
Chronological File, June 1988
Chronological File, July 1988
Chronological File, August 1988
Chronological File, September 1988
Chronological File, October 1988
Chronological File, November 1988
Chronological File, December 1988
St. Louis Freeze, Book Catalog & Brochures
Bulk Mail
Chronological File, January 1988
St. Louis Freeze, Calendar '87 to '89
St. Louis Freeze, Center of Contemporary Art
Commerce Bank 1990
St. Louis Freeze, Committee Minutes & Correspond.
Committee Report & Forms--Black
St. Louis Freeze, Computer Insurance and Maintenance
St. Louis Freeze, Conference Center
St. Louis Freeze, Correspondence: T. Walker Hardy
St. Louis Freeze, Correspondence 1987

BOX 3 (114105)
St. Louis Freeze, Freeze Voter--Financial Records '86
Articles of Incorp. & Bi Laws of St. Louis Freeze
St. Louis Freeze, Instruction Manuals
St. Louis Freeze, Internships
Maryland Freeze Office Manual
St. Louis Freeze, Membership Handbooks
St. Louis Freeze, Membership Procedures
Membership Renewal Letters (outdated)
St. Louis Freeze, National Freeze Contracts
St. Louis Freeze, National Membership Affiliation Proposals
St. Louis Freeze, PeaceNet
Personnel Committee
St. Louis Freeze, Personnel Job Descriptions
St. Louis Freeze, Personnel Policies 1990
St. Louis Freeze, Planning Committee
Taxes, Real Estate
St. Louis Freeze, Religious Group Mailing List
St. Louis Freeze, Resumes
St. Louis Freeze, Resource Committee
ST. Louis Freeze, Resource Inventory List--Books, Videos
St. Louis Freeze, Volunteer Computer Calendars
St. Louis Freeze, War Tax Resisters Loan '87
St. Louis Freeze, Loan to War Tax Resisters 1985
St. Louis Freeze, World Community Center
Board of Directors 1990
St. Louis Freeze--1989 Board Mailings
DOE
Board Nominations 1990
St. Louis Freeze, Retreat Board
St. Louis Freeze, Steering Committee '83
Steering Committee Minutes 1984
St. Louis Freeze, Steering Committee 1985
St. Louis Freeze, Steering Committee '86
St. Louis Freeze, 20/20 Vision Project
B-2 Bomber
St. Louis Freeze, Beuchner
St. Louis Freeze, Bills & Resolutions
St. Louis Freeze, 20/20 Vision
CD Cheat Sheets
COl Testimony on the Persian Gulf

BOX 4 (114106)
Fifth Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign, National Conference
Fourth Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign, National Conference, 1983
Nuclear Freeze Kit, Yvonne Logan
Correspondence, 1980-1982
Correspondence, 1983-1984
Nuclear Weapons Freeze, Annual Conferences, 1981-1986
Nuclear Weapons Freeze, Recruitment, Activities, News
Nuclear Weapons Freeze, Articles, Responses
Nuclear Weapons Freeze, National Political Issues
Nuclear Weapons Freeze, Voter '84
The New Abolitionist
The Crisis, May 1986
Seeking Security, Summer 1992, Fall 1992
The Freeze: Fact Sheet, No. 1-3,7,8
The Freeze: Quarterly Report, Fall 1985
Ohio Peace and Justice Calendar, Feb. 1982-April 1985 (incomplete)
The Freeze Newsletter, March 1981-January 1984 (incomplete)
St. Louis Arms Freeze Forecast, January 1982-October 1991
Freeze Voter Packet '86
Freeze Voter National Lit. 1986
Nuclear Weapons Freeze, Field Draft Plan
Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign, 1986 Spring Fundraising
Dinner
Hardy-Letters FEC-Forms
FEC-Rules & Memos
Election Services
Danforth
Wayne Cryts
Voter Registration 1986
Targetting-FV '86
Reynolds, 10/86
Quigly-Sherman FRser, 9/5/86
Press Releases 1986
Press Clippings, 1986
Polling, 1986
Freeze Voter! Press Clippings, 1986
I 986-FV Calls
8/5/86-Exit Polling
Out-of-State Fundraising, MO-FV -86
National NWPC Socie. Letter
News Ads

**BOX 5 (114107)**
Correspondence 1986
MO-FV-Correspondence
MO-FV-Literature '86
Harriet Woods/Kit Bond, 1986 Campaign (1)
Harriet Woods/Kit Bond, 1986 Campaign (2)
Congressman Young Fundraiser
Young Campaign
Harriet Woods Meeting
Position Paper
MAYA PORTER-Freeze Voter
Time Sheets
Missouri Freeze Voter-'86
Freeze Voter-Resources From Other States
National FV
PAC Fundraising
List-Addresses, Phone Numbers
1988 Foundations for Peace (Booklet)
Freeze Corps.
Canvassing-IO/86
Budget/St. Louis Freeze Voter '86
Candidates-86
MOF-V
11/1/86-Press Group
Freeze Voter Mailings 1985-1986
Freeze Voter-St. Louis
Freeze Voter-MO
FV Phone Book
St. Louis FV
Management by Objective
Cards to be Made
PAC Volunteers & Members on Cards
PAC Plans
PAC NOS
Wrong # PAC
Lists: Freeze Member roster by-C.D.
Canvass Raps-Current
PAC-Goals, Tasks, Agenda
Media
Misc.: Reports from PACS in other states
1984 Canvass-Completed Worksheets & Talks
Address/Phone Number List
Phone Bank-$ 'Nos'
PAC
1984 Caucus-PAC Board, TIW Coordinators
1984 Caucus-Info. on Caucuses
1984 Canvass-Materials
Canvass Training
1984 Canvass-Solicitia Perm.
Large Contributors
Canvas-Financial Statements
ED Fund Banking '90
Education Fund-Financial Reports & Budgets
ED Fund Garage Sale Receipts
Grants Filed
ED Fund-Mailing Permit
ED Fund-Meeting Minutes
ED Fund-Bylaws
ED Fund-1991 Commerce Bank

BOX 6 (114108)
Teledyne Reports
ED Fund '89-Bank Statements
St. Louis Freeze-Nuclear Proliferation '79, '81-'84
St. Louis Freeze-Nuclear War Scenarios, '82, '83, '85
St. Louis Freeze-Opinion Polls '81-'84
Press Releases
Press Releases-1991
St. Louis Freeze-Psychological Effects '81-'85
St. Louis Freeze-Referenda '82
St. Louis Freeze-Letters to the Editor '81-'85
St. Louis Freeze-Local Activities '83
St. Louis Freeze-Negotiations '83/'85
St. Louis Freeze-NY Rally Special Disarmament Session June '82
St. Louis Freeze-International Security News Clippings
Service, '88/'90
KehlerlScowcroft interviews U.S. News & World Report
St. Louis Freeze-Legislation '82-'83
St. Louis Freeze-Legislation '84
Gulf Crisis TV Project
Features on the Freeze-PD Magazine
St. Louis Freeze-Expert Opinions Scientific/Military '82
'84
St. Louis Freeze-Elections/Politicians & the Freeze '82-'83
St. Louis Freeze-Editorials Anti-Freeze '79, '81-'83
St. Louis Freeze-Editorials Pro-Freeze '79, '81-'84
St. Louis Freeze-Defense Contractors 1984
St. Louis Freeze-Civil Disobedience 1982
St. Louis Freeze-Civil Defense '81-'82
St. Louis Freeze-Citizen Diplomacy 8/87
St. Louis Freeze-Cartoons-Editorial '81-'84
Alternative Media Sources
ED Fund-Proposals & Grants
ED Fund-Incorporation
Bookfair '89
Bookfair '88
Bookfair '87
Bookfair Letters to Publishers
Reagan Administration Nuclear Policies 1981-1984
St. Louis Freeze-SDI/Space Weapons '81-'85
St. Louis Freeze-Local Activities '82
St. Louis Freeze-Soviet Intervention '79, '84
St. Louis Freeze-Soviet Proposals & Responses '81-'84
Freeze Voter
Assertion & Assertiveness Training
Project '84
PAC Agendas
Bank Statement

BOX 7 (114109)
Polling Places
Phone Bank-pre-Sept.
Hart List-Cards made
Contributions to be processed
St. Louis Freeze-Citizen Involvement Techniques
Civil Defense
PCT Sheets
Hart List-Not Sorted
Hart List-Jeff. Co.
Media
Meeting Notes
PAC: General Planning
Job Description
Misc. Lists
Coordinators (PAC)
Registered Voters
Freeze Voter-Meeting Minutes 1986
MANA Resources to do Symphony Concert
Candidate Survey '84
Nuclear Freeze Rallies
Demo. State delegates
Oct. Days of Concern
Originals for Day After Discussion Packet
Originals
1985 Annual memo dinner
St. Louis Freeze-Activities
Automated Air War-Script & Documentation
Maps
PAC Funds
V oter Registration
Telephone
Bank-Commerce
Rental Agreement
St. Louis Freeze Voters-'84
Candidates Response Forms
Phone Bank-$ Pledges Received
St. Louis City Overview 1984-
FV Notes
St. Louis Co. Overview
St. Louis Freeze-Religious Outreach-Networking
St. Louis Freeze-Religious Outreach-Peace on Earth
St. Louis Freeze-Membership Letters (no date)
St. Louis Freeze-Solicitation Letters
St. Louis Freeze-SPATZ
Spring Mobilization 1985
Stanley Foundation
Summit Pres. Conf.
St. Louis Freeze-Summit Response '87/Fulfill the Promise Forum

BOX 8 (114110)
St. Louis Freeze-Summit Vigil 11/19/85
St. Louis Freeze-Tax Resistance
St. Louis Freeze-Test Ban Caravan
St. Louis Freeze-Test Ban Caravan (2)
Vets Speak Out Forum
Voter Registration Fair
St. Louis Freeze-Walk-A-Thon '82 & '83
St. Louis Freeze-Walk-A-Thon 1985-1986
St. Louis Radioactive Waste Referendum
St. Louis Freeze Fundraising Letters
Fundraising Techniques
St. Louis Freeze-Garage Sale '89
St. Louis Freeze-Grants and Foundations
St. Louis Freeze-Grassroots Fundraising Journal
Global Security Discussion Series-Summer 1989
World Hiroshima Day 1985
Hiroshima Day 1991
St. Louis Freeze-Housemeetings '90
House Party-contact checklist
St. Louis Freeze-Candidate Questionaires 1988
St. Louis Freeze-1983 Canvass
Speakers Bureau '84
St. Louis Freeze-Coffim Visit '89-General
Concert for Global Harmony 1985
St. Louis Freeze-Coffim Visit '89-Reception
St. Louis Freeze-CotTm Visit '89-Breakfast
St. Louis Freeze-Committee Special Projects
St. Louis Freeze-Common Security Discussions
St. Louis Freeze-Comprehensive
Correspondence
St. Louis Freeze-Cover-Up
St. Louis Freeze-Direct Mail Info.
St. Louis Freeze-Direct Mail Letters
St. Louis Freeze-South Africa
St. Louis Freeze-Soviet Compliance, Proposals, Responses
International Peace Walk
Local Organizer Mailings 1984
St. Louis Freeze-Lawyer's Alliance 1983
Leonard Peltier Defense Committee
St. Louis Freeze-Local Elected Officials Project/Nevada Declaration
St. Louis Freeze-Local Organizer Packets 1983 (1)
St. Louis Freeze-Local Organizer Packets 1983 (2)
St. Louis Freeze-IPIS
St. Louis Freeze-Inst. for Defense & Disarmament
St. Louis Freeze-IS COS (Inst. for Security & Coop ... )
Institute for Economic Democracy
St. Louis Freeze-International, Intercultural, and Ethnic Organizations in Metro St. L
St. Louis Freeze-Kansas City Interfaith Peace Alliance
St. Louis Freeze-The Inter-Faith Witness
St. Louis Freeze-Iowa Peace Institute
January 15th Movement
Jobs with Peace Campaign
K.C. Greens
K.c. Metro Economic Priorities Project
St. Louis Freeze-KC Nuclear Weapons Freeze
Connecticut Freeze
St. Louis Freeze-Labor Union support for Freeze
St. Louis Freeze-Confluence-St. Louis
St. Louis Freeze-Local Organizer Packets 1985
St. Louis Freeze-Local Organizer Packets 1986
st. Louis Freeze-Local Organizer Packets 1986 (2)
Lutheran Peace Fellowship
st. Louis Freeze-1985 Lobby Strategy
St. Louis Freeze-SANE!Freeze Alerts '90
Military Tax Check OfflFederal
MXMissile
St. Louis Freeze-National Platform 1984
St. Louis Freeze-National Republican Delegate Survey 1988
Nuclear Testing Legislation
St. Louis Freeze-From the Poor to the Pentagon
Freeze Fact Sheets
St. Louis Freeze-Freeze Proposal

BOX 10 (114112)
St. Louis Freeze-General Educational resources
St. Louis Freeze-General Educational resources (2)
St. Louis Freeze-General Educational resources (3)
St. Louis Freeze-Global Conflict
St. Louis Freeze-Economic Conversion General
1988 Election Results
St. Louis Freeze-Emerging Issues of National Security & Peacemaking
St. Louis Freeze-Endorsements of a Weapons Freeze
St. Louis Freeze-First Strike/Counterforce Strategy
St. Louis Freeze-Federal Budget Human Needs
St. Louis Freeze-Euromissiles & European Responses
European Theater Nuclear Weapons-Education Packet 1983
St. Louis Freeze-Economic Effects
St. Louis Freeze-Military Balance
St. Louis Freeze-Military Spending
St. Louis Freeze-Minorities & the Freeze
St. Louis Freeze-The MX
St. Louis Freeze-Natural Security Day
St. Louis Freeze-Nat!. Security Advantages of a nuclear weapons freeze
St. Louis Freeze-Nat!. Security & Nuclear Arms Race
St. Louis Freeze-National Security Polls
St. Louis Freeze-Nuclear Disarmament Proposals Non-Freeze
St. Louis Freeze-Nuclear Free Zones
St. Louis Freeze-Nuclear War Scenarios
St. Louis Freeze-Peace Conversion Times
Nuclear Weapons-SANEFreeze Fact Sheets
Peace Movement's Role
Global Security
Glossaries
St. Louis Freeze-Ground Zero
St. Louis Freeze-Greater St. Louis Chapter, United Nations Association
Gulf Crisis-Presbyterian Report
Gulf War
Gulf War-Chronology
GulfWar-Q & A (FCNL)
St. Louis Freeze-Gwen Project
St. Louis Freeze-History of the Arms Race
St. Louis Freeze-History of the Freeze 1982-83
St. Louis Freeze-Soviet Intervention '79, '84
St. Louis Freeze-Soviet Proposals & Responses '81-'84
Freeze Voter
Assertion & Assertiveness Training
Project '84
PAC Agendas
Bank Statement

**BOX 11 (04343)**
Tom Harkin 1991
St. Louis Freeze-Trident II
St. Louis Freeze-Trident for Life
St. Louis Freeze-TRUMP-S project
U.S. Institute for Peace
St. Louis Freeze-United States-Soviet Treaties
St. Louis Freeze-Union of Concerned Scientists
St. Louis Freeze-U.N. International Law
St. Louis Freeze-Faith & Resistance
St. Louis Freeze-Nonviolent Direct Action
St. Louis Freeze-Freeze Endorsements
Freeze Voter-Briefing Manual for Conservatives
St. Louis Freeze-The Gateway Green Alliance
St. Louis Freeze-G.E. Boycott INFACI
St. Louis Freeze-A Global Walk for a Livable World
St. Louis Freeze-Great Peace March
Greens-Columbia
Green Peace
Harold Bryant-Black Veterans
Health Care is a Human Right
St. Louis Freeze-Housing
St. Louis Freeze-Housing Now!
Habitat for Humanity
St. Louis Freeze-IFLN
IMPACT-1988
Institute for Space & Securities Studies
Institute for Policy Studies Crisis in the Gulf
St. Louis Freeze-International Comprehensive Test Ban Campaign
St. Louis Freeze-Global Security (1)
St. Louis Freeze-Global Security (2)
Access
St. Louis Freeze-Accidental Nuclear War
African American Coalition
St. Louis Freeze-Anti-Communism-Pay Coy
St. Louis Freeze-ABM Treaty
St. Louis Freeze-B-2 Stealth
St. Louis Freeze-Annual Review of Peace Activism
BASIC-Fact Sheet
St. Louis Freeze-Bethe, Hans on Disarmament
Bugs, Taps, Wires-F.B.I., Etc.
St. Louis Freeze-Discriminate Deterence
ST. Louis Freeze-Build Down
St. Louis Freeze-Build Up
St. Louis Freeze-Bureaucracy & the Arms Race
St. Louis Freeze-Campaign for Finance Reform
Catholic Churches & Nuclear Issues
St. Louis Freeze-Economic Conversion
St. Louis Freeze-U.S.IU.S.S.R. Seeking Common Ground Manual
Citizens Lobby for a U.S.I Soviet Nuclear Weapons Freeze
Citizens Lobby for a U.S.I Soviet Nuclear Weapons Freeze (2)
St. Louis Freeze-Crisis in the Gulf
St. Louis Freeze-St. L. County Fire Services Radiological
Emergency Resp.
St. Louis Freeze-Radioactive Waste Sites
Effective Fundraising Techniques
Peace Newsletters-Manual
st. Louis Freeze-Phonothon Coordinator's Manual
St. Louis Freeze-Speech Techniques Manual for Freeze
St. Louis Freeze-Speech Techniques Manual for Freeze (2)
St. Louis Freeze-Basics of Political Phone Banking
St. Louis Freeze-Basics of Political Phone Banking (2)
St. Louis Freeze-Civil Defense
St. Louis Freeze-Defense Spending
Civil Disobedience Support Demonstration
St. Louis Freeze-Common Security
St. Louis Freeze-Committee of the '90s
St. Louis Freeze-liThe Day After"
Decision Making Process
St. Louis Freeze-Defense Dollars & Sense

BOX 12 (04839)
Defense Mapping Agency
St. Louis Freeze-Photographs
St. Louis Freeze-Endorsement Organizing Packet
St. Louis Freeze-Third Annual Conference, Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign 1983
St. Louis Freeze-Local Organizer Files
National Freeze Campaign/National SANE Organizing Packet
St. Louis Freeze-Referendum Organizing Packet
St. Louis Freeze-Harkin Organizer's Kit 1991
St. Louis Freeze-Freeze Voter
SANElFreeze-Campaign for Global Security, Conference Packet 1991
St. Louis Freeze-Gulf War Crisis (1)
St. Louis Freeze-Gulf War Crisis (2)
SANElFreeze-Campaign for Global Security, 4th Annual Congress
Gulf War-Educational Resources
Freeze Education Fund PPF Grant Proposal MX '88
St. Louis Freeze-Ploughshares Fund
MO Freeze Workshops
MO Freeze Board
MO Nuclear Weapons Educational Fund
Jay Nixon Briefing 1987
Grassroots Peace Directory
MO Freeze Campaign-Initial Organizing
KC Freeze
St. Louis Freeze-Freeze Voter 1986
National Conference 1985
St. Louis Freeze-Gulf War Crisis
Hibakusha Tour-1986
St. Louis Freeze-Steering Committee
St. Louis Freeze-Operation Real Security (1)
St. Louis Freeze-Operation Real Security (2)
Steering Committee

BOX 13 (04840)
Local Contacts: Phone Call notes
Local Contacts-Brainstorming sheet
St. Louis Freeze-Various Newsletters & Correspondence
Nuclear Weapons Production
Peace Missions
Petition Schedule
St. Louis Freeze-Policy Issues
St. Louis Freeze-Political Committee
St. Louis Freeze-Presidential Primary '88
St. Louis Freeze-Professionals' Coalition for Nuclear Arms Control
St. Louis Freeze-Professionals' Coalition for Nuclear Arms Control (2)
St. Louis Freeze-Public Policy Correspondence SANEFreeze-
Grassroots Organizer
Radwaste St. Louis
South African Sanctions Legislation
Strategic Modernization Congressional Reports
St. Louis Freeze-Test Ban Resolution Campaign
St. Louis Freeze-Voter Registration
Elected Officials
St. Louis Freeze-Federal Budget Process
St. Louis Freeze-Freeze Resolutions
St. Louis Freeze-French Tests
St. Louis Freeze-Gephardt
St. Louis Freeze-INF Treaty
St. Louis Freeze-Interfaith Network
St. Louis Freeze-January '86 CD Caucuses
Kit Bond
St. Louis Freeze-Legislation-1987
St. Louis Freeze-Legislative Correspondence from 1985
St. Louis Freeze-Legislation Information
St. Louis Freeze-Legislative Alerts
Legislative Alerts-1991
St. Louis Freeze-Legislative ProcessFederal
St. Louis Freeze-Letters from Politicians
St. Louis Freeze-Letters to Politicians
St. Louis Freeze-Citizen Lobbying
St. Louis Freeze-Clay
St. Louis Freeze-Coalition on Test Ban Treaty
St. Louis Freeze-Comp. Freeze Legislation
St. Louis Freeze-Congress-House Armed Services Committee
Congressional Black Caucus
st. Louis Freeze-Congressional District Maps
St. Louis Freeze-Wayne Cryts
St. Louis Freeze-Danforth
St. Louis Freeze-Delegate Pledges-1984
St. Louis Freeze-Demo. Leadership Cnc\.
D.O.E. Environmental Restoration
St. Louis Freeze-DOE Lobby Days 1990
St. Louis Freeze-Comprehensive Test Ban
Council of Economic Priorities
C. T.B.-Cleveland
St. Louis Freeze-The Defense Monitor
Defense Monitor
St. Louis Freeze-Detroit Area SANE/Freeze, Freeze Flash
St. Louis Freeze-Earth First-St. Louis
Economic Conversion Project-Peace Planner
St. Louis Freeze-A Study on Economy & Disarmament
St. Louis Freeze-Endorsing Organizations
Essential Information

BOX 14 (04861)
St. Louis Freeze-Exchange Project
Armaments-1988
Armaments-I 987
Armaments-1986
Armaments-1985
Armaments-1984
Armaments-I 983
Armaments-I 982
Armaments-I 981
Armaments-I 980 Armaments-
Old Armaments-Accidents
Armaments-America's Foreign Military Bases
Armaments-American Friends Service Committee
Armaments-American Peace Tests
Armaments-Arms Control Talks
Armaments-Arms Race
Armaments-Budget
Armaments-Coalition for New Foreign & Military Policy
Armaments-Council for a Liveable World
Armaments-Disarmament-Amer. Friends Service Comm.
Armaments-Disarmament Movement-America Armaments-
Disarmament-U.N. Agency
Armaments-Drug Use
Armaments-Economic Conversion
Armaments-Energy Department Documents
Armaments-Evacuation Plans
Armaments-False Alarms
Armaments-Friends of Reconciliation Armaments-Gordon, Gloria
Armaments-Ground Zero (substitute file)
Armaments-Institute of Applied Research
Armaments-Kansas City
Armaments-Media-Defense Monitor
Armaments-Media-"Disarmament"
Armaments-Media-Nuclear Times-1984-85
Armaments-Media-"War without Winners"
Armaments-Medical Consequences of War
Armaments-Military Spending & Economy
Armaments-Missiles
Armaments-Missiles-Accidents
Armaments-Missiles-MX Armaments-
Neutron Bomb Armaments-Not Man Apart
Armaments-Nuclear Freeze Campaign
Armaments-Nuclear Fuel Cycle & Bomb Proliferation
Armaments-Nuclear Powered Cruiser
Armaments-Nuclear War Conference
Armaments-Nuclear Weapons-Facilities Task Force Armaments-
Nuclear Weapons-Facilities Task Force-St. Louis 1982
Armaments-Nuclear Winter

BOX 15 (04862)
Surveillance Project
Correspondence-Outgoing
St. Louis Freeze Voters '86-Misc. F.D.B.-
St. L FV-'86/Contract & Reports PAC
Strategy Quest
National FV '84 Canvass
MO Freeze Voter
Correspondence-Incoming
State Taxes
Conference '85
Conference '86
'87 Conference
Foundations: PPF
Foundations: Sisters of Loretto
Finances: Bills Paid '86
Foundations:PDF
Foundations: Letters
Foundations-General
Funding Proposal
Ploughshares
Why People Give You Money
Foundations: Toppsfield Grant
Danforth
Voting Records-MO Delegation
Phone Tree Info.
Mailing Permit
Mailing List
Lists-Mies.
Media: Press Clippings
Media: Press Releases
Press: State Press
Newsletter 10/85 Bilaws-
Drafts
Statement of Organization
Columbia Freeze
CD 4
CD 6
CDS
CD Map
Starting a Local Freeze Group
Farm Movement
FB Article
St. Louis Freeze-MX-Memorial Day Action
St. Louis Freeze-MX-Environmental Impact Hearings
St. Louis Freeze-MX-People's Hearing
St. Louis Freeze-MX Resolution-MO House
St. Louis Freeze-Poster Contest
St. Louis Freeze-Platform Conv. 1984
St. Louis Freeze-1985 Picnic
Fundraising Plan 1987
Planning 1990
Racism Workshop
St. Louis Rally-Jan. 26
St. Louis Freeze-Religious Outreach-Church Contacts
St. Louis Freeze-Religious Outreach-Church Petitions

**BOX 16 (04873)**
St. Louis Freeze-MX-National Coalition
St. Louis Freeze-Freeze Organization Outline
St. Louis Freeze-Peace Development Fund
St. Louis Freeze-Peace with Justice Week 5/84
People's Inaugural Ball
Funding Proposal for PDF
St. Louis Freeze-Newsletter Articles
St. Louis Freeze-Nuclear Threat to St. Louis
St. Louis Freeze-Operation Real Security
St. Louis Freeze-Operation Real Security (2)
Bills/Concert
Ticket Sales
Concert In-Kind Contr.
Oct. 9 Meeting
March 20 party
Legal
Concert Advertising
Honorary
Program Book
Corporate
Guest Artists
Publicity
Rought Draft-Concert Guide
Concert Correspondence
Benefio Committee
Concert-Financial Reports Planning-
Concert
Mailing Lists-Concert
Final Report
Day of Event
Symphony
Steering Committee
Budgets/Other Cities Reports
Symphony/Other Cities Clips
MANA
Invitations/Programs-Other Concerts
Invitations, etc.
ICM Artists Packet
Members-Concert for Global Humanity
Buttons(item)
Map-St. louis County
Plans-Advertising

BOX 17 (103531)
Personnel Committee, 1989
Petitions
people To Prevent Nuclear War
Peace and Justice Week
Peace and justice Org.
Nuclear Times, 1986
NWFC Proposed Strategy
NWC Org. Structure
NY State Peace and Justice Groups
Office Procedures
Ohio NWFC
Nuclear Age Peace Foundation
Nuclear Free Zones
Nuclear Times
NWFC Local Contact List
NWFC Originals
NWFC Performance EvaluationNWFC Startaegy Comm.
Nuclear Test
British Freeze Campaign
Partners for Global Justice
PA campaign for a NFW
Oxfam
Outreach Survey Outreach-
Restructuring
Organizational Development
Original Rojas Flyer
National Committee, 1987
National Committee, 1986
National Committee Meeting, 9/5-7/86, 1988
National Black Organization Endorsements
Personnel Committee
National Office Crisis
Nat'l COnf. Decisions - Ori. and Notes
National Conference, 1986
Next Stop Nevada
NJ SANE State Committee Meeting
MO Sheets
Nat'l OOrg Represent, 1985
Electoral Originals
National Conference, 1985

3/16/16 Accession

New Manhattan Project
newsletter, 1978-1982;
FAS Publib Interest Report,
1981; articles on nuclear
weapons; Freeze
newsletter, 1982-1984;
mailings.